June 19, 2018
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
Delaware County Maintenance
Office of Highway Occupancy Permits
426 South Old Middletown Road
Media, PA 19063
Fax:610-270-1520

Attn: Sharifa Powell
RE: Construction on Lenni Rd.
Ms. Powell,
First, thank you for taking the time to speak with me this afternoon about our neighbors’ concerns on Lenni Rd.
Second, I hope I have spelled your name correctly.
I am writing to recap our conversation so that I do not miss any important points. Aqua has held a permit to do
work on Lenni Rd between LLewellyn and Pennel Roads since the beginning of this year. They have been using
Flagger Force to redirect traffic. The closures have been intermittent and poorly managed, sometimes closing
the road from both directions to neighborhoods that have single access points such as Arbor Way and Rolling
Heights Lane. Today a service person was told there was not access to Arbor Way and was turned away.
This cannot continue. Access to all roads must be maintained at all times through alternate routes and the
individuals redirecting traffic must be better informed on how to get around the area. Furthermore clear
signage should be posted to redirect traffic as necessary. Attached please find a copy of the map we’ve
prepared. Perhaps it can be shared with Aqua and Flagger Force.
I hope this provides you with enough information to address the issue.
Again thank you for your help.
Sincerely,

Marta Driscoll
cc:/ Chester Heights Borough Council

ENGAGE

Chester Heights
Neighbors’ Alliance

INFORM

PO Box 44
Chester Heights, PA 19017
Email: CHNA@CHNeighborsAlliance.org

ADVOCATE

Thank you for SLOWING DOWN as you drive through the local neighborhoods!

www.CHNeighborsAlliance.com

@CHNeighborsAlliance

CHNA is a non-profit, non-partisan organization fostering community engagement, bringing deeper
understanding of community issues, and advocating for matters impacting residents of Chester Heights.

